FALL 2015 EMPLOYMENT FAIR
Saturday, November 7, 2015
AUC New Cairo Campus

10:45 am Corporate registration begins - ARTOC Sports Court
(Registration is by corporate pass and personal business card)

11:00 am Opening reception in ARTOC Sports Court

11:20 am Welcome Remarks

11:25 am Opening Speech

12:00 pm Employment Fair exhibits open at ARTOC Sports Court
(participating companies are kindly requested to avail a corporate member in their exhibit location at all times from 12:00 pm to 6:00 pm)

2:00 pm Lunch served in Moataz Al Alfi Hall till 4:00 pm
(participating companies are kindly requested to avail a corporate member in their exhibit location at all times from 12:00 pm to 6:00 pm)

6:00 pm Employment Fair ends
(De-installation workers will not be granted access to the exhibit floor before 6:00 pm)

6:00 pm De-installation (Hand-held material)
Support in material transfer from your exhibit space will be provided by zone as follows:
• Only hand-held material that does not require transportation by vans or trucks will exit the exhibit floor.
• Company structures and material requiring transportation by trucks/vans will be de-installed on-site.

6:15 – 8:00 pm De-installation (Large structures)
Support in transferring large structures from the ARTOC Sports Court will only be allowed once the booth is completely de-installed on-ground.